UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: September 30, 2010

Effective: October 1, 2010

Issued by:
G. H. OSLER
PUBLICATION MANAGER
1400 Douglas Street
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

TOM P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139 ADDITION

SHIPPER:
SOUULAR CO ADDITION

ORIGIN(S):
BROWNSON, NE ADDITION

DESTINATION(S):
TOLLESON, AZ ADDITION

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: July 21, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: October 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: October 1, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision
Not Applicable. This change pertained only to confidential data. (Switching)

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139 ADDITION

SHIPPER:

LANSING TRADE GROUP LLC ADDITION

ORIGIN(s):

ONTARIO, OR ADDITION

DESTINATION(s):

CHICAGO, IL ADDITION

PORT(s):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: August 4, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: August 4, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:

Single Car Shipments ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Special Switching Provision
Not Applicable. This change pertained only to confidential data. (Switching)

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
October 5, 2010

Effective:
September 9, 2010

Issued by:
G H OSLER
PUBLICATION MANAGER
1400 Douglas Street
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

TOM P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139 ADDITION

SHIPPER:
SCOULAR CO ADDITION

ORIGINS:
RELICO, UT ADDITION

DESTINATION(S):
KAISER, CA ADDITION

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: September 9, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: September 9, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision
Not Applicable. This change pertained only to confidential data. (Switching)

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68129

COMMODITY:

Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:

ADM GRAIN CO

ORIGIN(S):

BREWSTER, KS

DESTINATION(S):

SALT LAKE CITY, UT

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: September 1, 2010
Expiration Date: September 1, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

As published in Tariff(s) 4052
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 M

VOLUME:

Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
DEBRUCE GRAIN INC

ORIGIN(S):
TOLLESON, AZ

DESTINATION(S):
LOS ANGELES, CA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: September 3, 2010
Expiration Date: September 3, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
October 5, 2010

Effective:
August 27, 2010

Issued by:
G. H. OSLER
PUBLICATION MANAGER
1400 Douglas Street
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

TOM P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat Sec 01139

SHIPPER:
WEST PLAINS CO

ORIGIN(S):
JOHNSTOWN, CO

DESTINATION(S):
GALVESTON, TX
GALENA PARK, TX

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: August 27, 2010
Expiration Date: September 2, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
WEST PLAINS CO

ORIGIN(S):
JOHNSTOWN, CO

DESTINATION(S):
NOGALES, AZ
EL PASO, TX

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: June 14, 2010
Expiration Date: June 17, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 M

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: October 5, 2010
Effective: August 1, 2010

Issued by:
G. H. OSLER
PUBLICATION MANAGER
1400 Douglas Street
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

TOM P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St,
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Soybeans (Soya Beans)

SHIPPER:

CHS INC

ORIGIN(S):

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)
SILVER CREEK, NE DELETION

DESTINATION(S):

APASEO EL GRANDE, GJ

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: March 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: August 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 M ADDITION

VOLUME:

Minimum shipment of 69 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments DELETION
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
October 5, 2010

Effective:
September 25, 2010

Issued by:
G. H. OSLER
PUBLICATION MANAGER
1400 Douglas Street
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

TOM P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn Exc. Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139
(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
BARTLETT & CO

ORIGIN(S):
ST JOSEPH, MO
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: June 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: September 25, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: July 14, 2014 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 M ADDITION

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 101 carloads. DELETION
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads. DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:

- Sorghum Grains
- Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
FERROCARRIL MEXICANO S A DE C V
Bosque De Ciruelos 99 - 4 Piso
Col. Bosques De Las Lomas
Mexico City, DF 11700
KCSC
Mexico City, DF 11700
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139
Sorghum Grains
Com Exc.Popcorn See 01152

SHIPPER:
BARTLETT & CO

ORIGIN(S):
WICHITA, KS
ST JOSEPH, MO

DESTINATION(S):
CUAUTITLAN, EM
HOUSTON, TX
CHICALOTE, AG
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAG, JA
AHORCADO, QA ADDITION
TLALNEPANTLA, EM ADDITION

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: July 23, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: October 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: May 31, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 M ADDITION
Subject to increases.

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision
SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:  
October 22, 2010

Effective:  
September 23, 2010

Issued by:  
T. P. NOSER  
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES  
1400 Douglas Street  
Mail Stop 1340  
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans (Soy Beans) ADDITION
Corn Exc.Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139 ADDITION

(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
CORN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL INC

ORIGIN(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
STOCKTON, CA
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 1, 2008
Amendment Effective Date: September 23, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
Carrier Equipment not involved

RATES & CHARGES:
Not applicable

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads. ADDITION
Multiple Car Shipments ADDITION
Single Car Shipments DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:

Sorghum Grains ADDITION
Corn, Cracked ADDITION

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
- Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
- Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODOITY:
Soybeans (Soya Beans)

SHIPPER:
CARGILL AGHORIZONS

ORIGIN(S):
CARGILL SHUTTLE LOCATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
IA, NE, KS GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
CARGILL GULF GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
BOJAY, HG
RAGASA GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: September 15, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: September 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: March 31, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only

RATES & CHARGES:
Not applicable

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETEION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

CARGILL SHUTTLE LOCATIONS consist of:
- BYERS, CO
- CHEYENNE WELLS, CO
- ALBERT CITY, IA
- ASHTON, IA
- COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA
- HARTLEY, IA
- ATCHISON, KS
- COLBY, KS
- OGALLAH, KS
- SALINA, KS
- TOPEKA, KS
- FAIRMONT, MN
- MARNA, MN
- MILOMA, MN
- ALBION, NE
- CARLETON, NE
- GIBBON, NE
- ORD, NE
- SHOLTON, NE
- WOOD RIVER, NE
- IA, NE, KS GROUP consist of:
  - AVON, IA
  - BRADFORD, IA
  - CLARE, IA
  - CLARION, IA
  - DOWS, IA
  - FARNHAMVILLE, IA
  - HARDY, IA
  - KANAWHA, IA
  - LUVERNE, IA
  - PICKERING, IA
  - RAKE, IA
  - ROELYN, IA
  - VINCENT, IA
  - HANOVER, KS
  - JANSEN, NE
  - PLYMOUTH, NE
- CARGILL GULF GROUP consist of:
  - PORT ALLEN, LA
  - WESTWEGO, LA
  - HOUSTON, TX
- RAGASA GROUP consist of:
  - MONTERREY, NL ADDITION
  - MATAMOROS, TM ADDITION
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: October 22, 2010
Effective: October 1, 2009

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

ComEx:Popcorn See 01152 ADDITION

SHIPPER:

CORN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL INC ADDITION

ORIGIN(S):

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):

STOCKTON, CA ADDITION

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: October 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: October 1, 2009 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

Not applicable

VOLUME:

Single Car Shipments ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of.
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: October 22, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. Noser
Manager Pricing Services
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
Omaha, Nebraska 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans, Organically Grown Free Of Fertilizer & Or Pesticide Applications ADDITION
Corn, Organically Grown Free Of Fertilizer & Or Pesticide Applications ADDITION
Wheat, Erx. Buckwheat See 01139 ADDITION

SHIPPER:
THE SCOLLAR CO ADDITION

ORIGINS:
FREMONT, NE ADDITION
BROWNSON, NE ADDITION
DOWNS, KS ADDITION

DESTINATIONS:
CHICAGO, IL ADDITION
ALL LOCATIONS MINUS CA GROUP & OGDEN, UT (See Exhibit Definition)
CA GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
OGDEN, UT ADDITION
ALL LOCATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
ALL UP EXE MX GATE, PNW, & GULF (See Exhibit Definition)
GULF GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)

PORTS:
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: July 1, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: July 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: June 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
Not Applicable

VOLUME:
Minimum Volume of 0000000700 for the DATES of 07/01/2010 through 06/30/2011. ADDITION
Minimum Volume of 0000000500 for the DATES of 07/01/2010 through 06/30/2011. ADDITION
Minimum Volume of 0000000006 for the DATES of 07/01/2010 through 06/30/2011. ADDITION
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads. ADDITION
Multiple Car Shipments ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not Applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not Applicable
EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

ALL LOCATIONS MINUS CA GROUP & OGDEN, UT consist of:
All railpoints in the state of Alberta as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Aguascalientes as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Alaska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arkansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arizona as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of British Columbia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Baja California as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of California as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Chiapas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Chihuahua as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Colima as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Colorado as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Connecticut as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Coahuila as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of District of Columbia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Delaware as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Distrito Federal as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Durango as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Estado de Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Florida as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Georgia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Guerrero as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Hidalgo as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Hawaii as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Indiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Idaho as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kentucky as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Louisiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Massachusetts as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Maryland as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Maine as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Michigan as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Minnesota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Mississippi as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Montana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nevada as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Brunswick as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Hampshire as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Jersey as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nova Scotia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of North Carolina as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of North Dakota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oklahoma as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oregon as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Pennsylvania as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Rhode Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of South Carolina as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of South Dakota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Tennessee as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Texas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Utah as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Vermont as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Washington as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of West Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wisconsin as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wyoming as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New York as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Oaxaca as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Ohio as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Oklahoma as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Ontario as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Oregon as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Pennsylvania as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Prince Edward Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Quebec as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Puerto Rico as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Puebla as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Queretaro as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Quintana Roo as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Rhode Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of South Carolina as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of South Dakota as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Sinaloa as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Saskatchewan as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of San Luis Potosi as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Sonora as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Tamaulipas as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Tennessee as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Texas as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Utah as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Vermont as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Washington as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Wisconsin as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of West Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Wyoming as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Zacatecas as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

CA GROUP consist of:

CITY OF COMMERCE, CA ADDITION

COLTON, CA ADDITION

FRESNO, CA ADDITION

LOS ANGELES, CA ADDITION

MODESTO, CA ADDITION

OAKLAND, CA ADDITION

SACRAMENTO, CA ADDITION

SAN BERNARDINO, CA ADDITION

STOCKTON, CA ADDITION

VALLEJO, CA ADDITION

VERDEMONTE, CA ADDITION

WEST COLTON, CA ADDITION

OGDEN, UT ADDITION

ALL LOCATIONS consist of:

All railpoints in the state of Alberta as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

All railpoints in the state of Aguascalientes as published in OPSL 6000-Series.
All railpoints in the state of Alaska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Alabama as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arkansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arizona as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of British Columbia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Baja California as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of California as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Chiapas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Chihuahua as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Colima as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Colorado as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Connecticut as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of District of Columbia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Delaware as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Distrito Federal as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Durango as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Estado de Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Florida as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Georgia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Guanajuato as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Hidalgo as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Idaho as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Indiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Jalisco as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kentucky as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Louisiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Massachusetts as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Maryland as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Maine as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Michigan as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Minnesota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Missouri as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Morelos as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Mississippi as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Montana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nayarit as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Brunswick as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of North Carolina as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of North Dakota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Hampshire as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Jersey as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nuevo Leon as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nova Scotia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Northwest Territories as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nevada as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New York as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oaxaca as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Ohio as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oklahoma as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Ontario as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oregon as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Pennsylvania as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Prince Edward Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Quebec as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Puerto Rico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Puebla as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Queretaro as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Quintana Roo as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Rhode Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of South Carolina as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of South Dakota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Sinaloa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Saskatchewan as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of San Luis Potosi as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Sonora as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Tlaxcala as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Tamaulipas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Tennessee as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Texas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Utah as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Veracruz as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Vermont as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Washington as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wisconsin as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wyoming as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Zacatecas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION

All UP EXE MX GATE, PNW, & GULF consist of:

All railpoints in the state of Arkansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arizona as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of California as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Colorado as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Idaho as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Louisiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Minnesota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Missouri as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Montana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nevada as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oklahoma as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oregon as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Tennessee as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Texas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Utah as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Washington as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wisconsin as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION

NOGALES, AZ ADDITION
CALEXICO, CA ADDITION
AMA, LA ADDITION
BATON ROUGE, LA ADDITION
LAKE CHARLES, LA ADDITION
MYRTLE GROVE, LA ADDITION
PORT ALLEN, LA ADDITION
WESTWEGO, LA ADDITION
PORTLAND, OR ADDITION
RIVER GATE, OR ADDITION
BEAUMONT, TX ADDITION
BROWNSVILLE, TX ADDITION
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX ADDITION
EAGLE PASS, TX ADDITION
EL PASO, TX ADDITION
GALENA PARK, TX ADDITION
HOUSTON, TX ADDITION
LAREDO, TX ADDITION
KALAMA, WA ADDITION
SEATTLE, WA ADDITION
TACOMA, WA ADDITION

GULF GROUP consist of:
AMA, LA ADDITION
WESTWEGO, LA ADDITION
BEAUMONT, TX ADDITION
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX ADDITION
GALENA PARK, TX ADDITION
HOUSTON, TX ADDITION
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:  
October 22, 2010

Effective:  
October 1, 2010

Issued by:  
T. P. NOSER  
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES  
1400 Douglas Street  
Mail Stop 1340  
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
LANSING TRADE GROUP LLC

ORIGIN(S):
ASHTON, ID

DESTINATION(S):
CHICAGO, IL

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 1, 2010
Expiration Date: October 1, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: October 22, 2010

Effective: March 17, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
SCOURLAR CO

ORIGIN(S):
HEYBURN, ID

DESTINATION(S):
SPOKANE, WA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: March 17, 2010
Expiration Date: March 17, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat Sec 01139

SHIPPER:
LOUIS DREYFUS CORP

ORIGIN:
ST PAUL, MN

DESTINATION(S):
NOGALES, AZ

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 7, 2010
Expiration Date: October 7, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exl. Buckwheat Sec 01139  ADDITION

SHIPPER:
DEBRUCE GRAIN INC  ADDITION

ORIGIN(S):
SOUTH BEAVER DAM, WI  ADDITION

DESTINATION(S):
DES MOINES, IA  ADDITION

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: July 26, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: July 26, 2010  ADDITION
Expiration Date: July 28, 2010  EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052  ADDITION

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments  ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision
Not Applicable. This change pertained only to confidential data. (Switching)

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: November 16, 2010
Effective: August 9, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. Noser
Manager Pricing Services
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
Omaha, Nebraska 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:

CONAGRA FOODS INC

ORIGIN(S):

EAST ST LOUIS, IL

DESTINATION(S):

SAGINAW, TX

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: August 9, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: August 9, 2010
Expiration Date: December 31, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

As published in Tariffs 4052

VOLUME:

Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
SCOUAR CO

ORIGIN(S):
FREMONT, NE

DESTINATION(S):
CHICAGO, IL

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 1, 2010
Expiration Date: November 1, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: November 16, 2010
Effective: January 7, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
**PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:**

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY  
1400 Douglas St.  
Omaha, NE 68179

**COMMODITY:**

Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

**SHIPPER:**

SCOUlar CO

**ORIGIN(S):**

Nampa, ID

**DESTINATION(S):**

Spokane, WA

**PORT(S):**

Not Applicable

**DURATION:**

Effective Date: January 7, 2010  
Expiration Date: June 15, 2010

**RAIL CAR DATA:**

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

**RATES & CHARGES:**

As published in Tariff(s) 4052

**VOLUME:**

Single Car Shipments

**SPECIAL FEATURES:**

Special Switching Provision

**SPECIAL NOTICE:**

Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
SCOULEAR CO

ORIGIN(S):
SILVER BOW, MT

DESTINATION(S):
LOS ANGELES, CA
STOCKTON, CA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 9, 2009
Expiration Date: February 8, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
November 16, 2010

Effective:
November 5, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

REC 11 16 10 1CC
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
Mr. Brian Finch
401 9th Ave. S.W., Suite 920
Calgary, AB T2P 4Z4

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
AGRISOURCE INC

ORIGINS:
BEETVILLE, ID

DESTINATION(S):
WINONA, MN

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 5, 2010
Expiration Date: November 5, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans (Soy Beans)
Corn Exc. Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
TYSON FOODS INC

ORIGIN(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: October 28, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads. DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:

- Sorghum Grains
- Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
- Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
- Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: November 16, 2010

Effective: June 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn Exc.Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139

(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
AL GILBERT CO

ORIGIN(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
KEYES, CA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date. January 1, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: June 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL, CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads. DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:

Sorghum Grains
Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:

CHICALOTE, AG
EL TULE, AG
BERGMAN, AR
EL DORADO, AR
NASHVILLE, AR
RUSSELLVILLE, AR
SPADRA, AR
SPRINGDALE, AR
MARIPOSA, AZ
ROLL, AZ
CALIPATRIA, CA
DELHI, CA
FAMOSO, CA
GOSHEN JCT, CA
KAISER, CA
KEYES, CA
PIXLEY, CA
STOCKTON, CA
TRAVEL, CA
TULARE, CA
TURLOCK, CA
TABALAOPA, CI
WINDSOR, CO
TORREON, CU
GOMEZ PALACIO, DG
VINEO, DG
CUAUTITLAN, EM
TLALNEPANTLA, EM
CEelaya, GJ
PENJAMO, GJ
BOJAY, HG
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
CLINTON, IA
BLISS, ID
BURLEY, ID
GOODING, ID
JEROME, ID
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID
BEECH GROVE, IN
EL CASTILLO, JA
ENCARNACION, JA
GUADALAJARA, JA
LA BARCA, JA
LA JUNTA, JA
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS, JA
LIBERAL, KS
AMA, LA
NATCHITOCHES, LA
WESTWEGO, LA
PATTI, MH
AURORA, MO
MONTERREY, NL
SALINAS VICTORIA, NL
OPTIMA, OK
BOARDMAN, OR
RIVER GATE, OR
AHORCADO, QA
QUERETARO, QA
SAN JUAN DEL RIO, QA
VIBORILLAS, QA
SAN LUIS POTOSI, SL
CIUDAD INDUSTRIAL, SO
CIUDAD OBREGON, SO
MATAMOROS, TM
AMARILLO, TX
BEAUMONT, TX
BROWNSVILLE, TX
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX
EASTERLY, TX
GALENA PARK, TX
GALVESTON, TX
HOUSTON, TX
NACOGDOCHES, TX
PITTSBURG, TX
TENAGA, TX
MILFORD, UT
OGDEN, UT
SHARP, UT
KALAMA, WA
RICHLAND, WA
SEATTLE, WA
TACOMA, WA
VANCOUVER, WA
WALLULA HEIGHTS, WA
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn Exc.Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139
(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
AL GILBERT CO

ORIGIN(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
KEYES, CA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: January 1, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: October 28, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: December 31, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads. DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:
Sorghum Grains
Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
CHICALOTE, AG
EL TULE, AG
BERGMAN, AR
EL DORADO, AR
NASHVILLE, AR
RUSSELLVILLE, AR
SPADRA, AR
SPRINGDALE, AR
MARICOPA, AZ
ROLL, AZ
WELLTON, AZ ADDITION
CALIPATRIA, CA
DELHI, CA
FAMOSO, CA
GOSHEN JCT, CA
KAISER, CA
KEYES, CA
PIXLEY, CA
STOCKTON, CA
TRAVER, CA
TULARE, CA
TURLOCK, CA
TABALAOPA, CI
WINDSOR, CO
TORREON, CU
GOMEZ PALACIO, DG
VINEDO, DG
CUAUTITLAN, EM
TLALNEPANTLA, EM
CELAYA, GJ
PENJAMO, GJ
BOJAY, HG
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
CLINTON, IA
BLISS, ID
BURLEY, ID
GOODING, ID
JEROME, ID
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID
BEECH GROVE, IN
EL CASTILLO, IA
ENCARNACION, JA
GUADALAJARA, JA
LA BARCA, JA
LA JUNTA, JA
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS, JA
LIBERAL, KS
AMA, LA
NATCHITOCHES, LA
WESTWEGO, LA
PATTI, MH
AURORA, MO
COLUMBUS, NE ADDITION
MONTERREY, NL
SALINAS VICTORIA, NL
OPTIMA, OK
BOARDMAN, OR
RIVER GATE, OR
AHORCADO, QA
QUERETARO, QA
SAN JUAN DEL RIO, QA
VIBORILLAS, QA
SAN LUIS POTOSI, SL
CIUDAD INDUSTRIAL, SO
CIUDAD OBREGON, SO
MATAMOROS, TM
AMARILLO, TX
BEAUMONT, TX
BROWNSVILLE, TX
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX
EASTERLY, TX
GALENA PARK, TX
GALVESTON, TX
HOUSTON, TX
NACOGDOCHES, TX
PITTSBURG, TX
TENAH, TX
TENAH, TX
MILFORD, UT
NEPHI, UT ADDITION
OGDEN, UT
SHARP, UT
KALAMA, WA
RICHLAND, WA
SEATTLE, WA
TACOMA, WA
VANCOUVER, WA
WALLULA HEIGHTS, WA
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: November 16, 2010

Effective: November 10, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

REC 1116101010
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE  68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
ADM MILLING CO

ORIGIN(S):
WINNEMUCCA, NV

DESTINATION(S):
ST LOUIS, MO
CARTHAGE, MO

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 10, 2010
Expiration Date: June 30, 2011

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn Exc Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139
(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
PILGRIMS PRIDE

ORIGIN(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: October 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
Not applicable

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads. DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:
Sorghum Grains
Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:  December 1, 2010
Effective:  November 12, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
**PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1400 Douglas St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha, NE 68179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMMODITY:**

| Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139 |

**SHIPPER:**

| DEBRUCE GRAIN INC               |

**ORIGIN(S):**

| OLMITZ, KS                      |

**DESTINATION(S):**

| MEMPHIS, TN                     |

**PORT(S):**

| Not Applicable                  |

**DURATION:**

| Effective Date: July 8, 2009    |
| Amendment Effective Date: November 12, 2010 ADDITION |
| Expiration Date: November 12, 2010 EXTENSION |

**RAIL CAR DATA:**

| No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only. |

**RATES & CHARGES:**

| As published in Tariff(s) 4052 |

**VOLUME:**

| Single Car Shipments           |

**SPECIAL FEATURES:**

| Special Switching Provision    |

**SPECIAL NOTICE:**

| This Amendment Changes only Confidential Information. |
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 1, 2010

Effective: October 25, 2010

Issued by:
T P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Excl. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
SCOULAR CO

ORIGIN(S):
WUNOTO, NV

DESTINATION(S):
RELICO, UT

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 25, 2010
Expiration Date: October 25, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
December 1, 2010

Effective:
November 18, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
CHS INC

ORIGIN(S):
SAVAGE, MN

DESTINATION(S):
SUPERIOR, WI

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 18, 2010
Expiration Date: November 20, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 1, 2010
Effective: July 15, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
ARIZONA GRAIN INC

ORIGIN(S):
BUCKEYE, AZ
CASA GRANDE, AZ
LITCHFIELD, AZ
YUMA, AZ

DESTINATION(S):
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: July 15, 2010
Expiration Date: August 15, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
Mr. Brian Finch
401 9th Ave. S.w, Suite 920
Calgary, AB T2P4Z4

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
BAY STATE MILLING CO

ORIGIN(S):
RUPERT, ID

DESTINATION(S):
WINONA, MN

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 18, 2010
Expiration Date: November 20, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
December 1, 2010

Effective:
November 12, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
**PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:**

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY  
1400 Douglas St.  
Omaha, NE 68179

**COMMODITY:**  
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

**SHIPPER:**

SCOUlar CO

**ORIGIN(S):**

SCOTT CITY, KS

**DESTINATION(S):**

LAREDO, TX

**PORT(S):**

Not Applicable

**DURATION:**

Effective Date: November 12, 2010  
Expiration Date: November 12, 2010

**RAIL CAR DATA:**

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

**RATES & CHARGES:**

As published in Tariff(s) 4052

**VOLUME:**

Single Car Shipments

**SPECIAL FEATURES:**

Special Switching Provision

**SPECIAL NOTICE:**

Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
DEBRUCE GRAIN INC

ORIGIN(S):
HOISINGTON, KS

DESTINATION(S):
CARLISLE, IA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 26, 2010
Expiration Date: November 30, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 20, 2010

Effective: May 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

REC 12 20 10 | C C
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Corn Exc.Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139
Grain,Nec
(See Attached)

SHIPPER:
DEBRUCE GRAIN INC

ORIGINS:
NEBRASKA CITY, NE
MIDWEST GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
ABILENE, KS
WICHITA, KS
AMARILLO, TX
LEXINGTON, NE
FREMONT, NE
DEBRUCE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)
NE, IA, ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)
JOICE, IA

DESTINATIONS:
AMARILLO, TX
GULF GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
PNW GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
JALISCO GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
IVALLEY GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
FXE CORN DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS GRP (See Exhibit Definition)
KALAMA GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
SEATTLE GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)

PORTS:
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: October 1, 2004
Amendment Effective Date: May 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
Not applicable

VOLUME:
Minimum shipment of 92 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads. DELETION
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:

Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

MIDWEST GROUP consist of:
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series.
All railpoints in the state of Kansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series.
All railpoints in the state of Minnesota as published in OPSL 6000-Series.
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

ST JOSEPH, MO

DEBRUCE ORIGINS consist of:
JOICE, IA
ABILENE, KS
WICHITA, KS
FREMONT, NE
LEXINGTON, NE
NEBRASKA CITY, NE
THUMEL, NE

NE, IA, ORIGINS consist of:
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series.
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series.
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series.

GULF GROUP consist of:
AMA, LA
LAKE CHARLES, LA
WESTWEGO, LA
BEAUMONT, TX
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX
GALENA PARK, TX
GALVESTON, TX
HOUSTON, TX

PNW GROUP consist of:
PORTLAND, OR ADDITION
KALAMA, WA ADDITION
SEATTLE, WA ADDITION
TACOMA, WA ADDITION

JALISCO GROUP consist of:
ENCARNACION, JA

I VALLEY GROUP consist of:
CASA GRANDE, AZ ADDITION
CHANDLER, AZ ADDITION
FOWLER, AZ ADDITION
HIGLEY, AZ ADDITION
LITCHFIELD, AZ ADDITION
MARICOPA, AZ ADDITION
PHOENIX, AZ ADDITION
QUEEN CREEK, AZ ADDITION
RED ROCK, AZ ADDITION
ROLL, AZ ADDITION
TOLLESON, AZ ADDITION
WELLTON, AZ ADDITION
WILLCOX, AZ ADDITION
YUMA, AZ ADDITION
BRAWLEY, CA ADDITION
CALIPATRIA, CA ADDITION
EL CENTRO, CA ADDITION
GRAPE, CA ADDITION
IMPERIAL, CA ADDITION
FXE CORN DESTINATIONS consist of:
  CHICALOTE, AG ADDITION
  TORREON, CU ADDITION
  GOMEZ PALACIO, DG ADDITION
  VINEDO, DG ADDITION
  ENCARNACION, JA
  SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGS, JA ADDITION
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS GRP consist of:
  TORREON, CU ADDITION
  GOMEZ PALACIO, DG ADDITION
  SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS, JA ADDITION
KALAMA GROUP consist of:
  PORTLAND, OR ADDITION
  KALAMA, WA ADDITION
SEATTLE GROUP consist of:
  SEATTLE, WA ADDITION
  TACOMA, WA ADDITION
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 20, 2010
Effective: September 1, 2009

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

REC 12 20 10 1CC
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Corn Exc Popcorn See 01152
Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn, Cracked

(See Attached)

SHIPPER:

NEW CO-OPERATIVE INC

ORIGIN(S):

VINCENT, IA

DESTINATION(S):

ALL LOCATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: September 1, 2006
Amendment Effective Date: September 1, 2009
Expiration Date: March 31, 2011

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

Subject to increases.

VOLUME:

Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:
Corn, Rolled, Hulled, Other Than Canned
Corn, Crushed
Corn, Ear, Ground With Cob

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

ALL LOCATIONS consist of:
All railpoints in the state of Alberta as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Aguascalientes as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Alaska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arkansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Arizona as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of British Columbia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of California as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Chihuahua as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Colorado as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Connecticut as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Coahuila as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Distrito Federal as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Durango as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Estado de Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Florida as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Georgia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Guanajuato as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Guerrero as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Hidalgo as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Hawaii as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Idaho as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Indiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Jalisco as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kansas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Kentucky as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Louisiana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Massachusetts as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Maryland as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Maine as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Michigan as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Minnesota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Missouri as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Missouri as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Montana as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Brunswick as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Hampshire as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Jersey as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nuevo Leon as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of New Mexico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nova Scotia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Northwest Territories as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nevada as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Ohio as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oklahoma as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Ontario as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Oregon as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Pennsylvania as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Prince Edward Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Quebec as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Puerto Rico as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Puebla as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Queretaro as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Quintana Roo as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Rhode Island as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of South Carolina as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of South Dakota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Sinaloa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Sonora as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Texas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Utah as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Veracruz as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Vermont as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Washington as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wisconsin as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of West Virginia as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Wyoming as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Zacatecas as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 20, 2010
Effective: October 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn Exc.Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139

(See Attached)

SHIPPER:

JD HEISKELL HOLDINGS, LLC

ORIGINS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)
MIDWEST GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
IA, MN, NE, IL GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
PNW GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
FEX CORN GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)
PIXLEY, CA
KCSM DESTINATIONS 1 (See Exhibit Definition)
STOCKTON, CA
FEX DESTINATIONS 2 (See Exhibit Definition)
FEX DESTINATIONS 1 (See Exhibit Definition)
FEX DESTINATIONS GROUP 3 (See Exhibit Definition)
CELAYA, GJ

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: July 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: October 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2011 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

Subject to increases.

VOLUME:

Minimum shipment of 92 carloads
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads. DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:
Sorghum Grains
Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:
APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
BYERS, CO
CHEYENNE WELLS, CO
JOHNSTOWN, CO
ALBERT CITY, IA
ALTON, IA
ASHTON, IA
AVON, IA
BELMOND, IA
BRADFORD, IA
BURT, IA
CHAPIN, IA
CLARE, IA
CLARION, IA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA
DOWS, IA
EMMETSBURG, IA
FARNHAMVILLE, IA
GARDEN CITY, IA
GOWRIE, IA
GRUVER, IA
HARTLEY, IA
HAVELOCK, IA
HINTON, IA
JEFFERSON, IA
JOICE, IA
JORDAN, IA
MALLARD, IA
MARATHON, IA
NEVADA, IA
NORTHWOOD, IA
PICKERING, IA
RAKE, IA
RALSTON, IA
ROELYN, IA
ROLFE, IA
SLOAN, IA
SUPERIOR, IA
VINCENT, IA
WEST BEND, IA
BLISS, IA
ALEN, IL
BLOOMINGTON, IL
ELKHART, IL
HARVARD, IL
PONTIAC, IL
ROYAL, IL
STERLING, IL
ABILENE, KS
ATCHISON, KS
COLBY, KS
DOWNS, KS
GLEND ELDRED, KS
HANOVER, KS
HAVILAND, KS
HUTCHINSON, KS
KANSAS CITY, KS
LIBERAL, KS
NEW CAMBRIA, KS
OGALLAH, KS
PLAINS, KS
SALINA, KS
SHARON SPRINGS, KS
TOPEKA, KS
WAKEENY, KS
WICHITA, KS
BREWSTER, MN
FAIRMONT, MN
HERON LAKE, MN
MADELIA, MN
MARNA, MN
MILOMA, MN
MOUNTAIN LAKE, MN
ST JAMES, MN
WELCOME, MN
ST JOSEPH, MO
ALBION, NE
BRAINARD, NE
BROWNSON, NE
CARLETON, NE
CHAPPELL, NE
COZAD, NE
ELM CREEK, NE
ENOLA, NE
FREMONT, NE
GIBBON, NE
GOTHENBURG, NE
GRAND ISLAND, NE
HAYLAND, NE
JANSEN, NE
KEARNEY, NE
KIMBALL, NE
LEXINGTON, NE
LINCOLN, NE
MEAD, NE
MONROE, NE
NEBRASKA CITY, NE
NORTH BEND, NE
NORTH PLATTE, NE
ORD, NE
OVERTON, NE
PLYMOUTH, NE
POLK, NE
SCHAFER, NE
SEDAN, NE
SHELBY, NE
SHELTON, NE
ST EDWARD, NE
SUPERIOR, NE
THUMEL, NE
WOOD RIVER, NE
YANKA, NE
KINGFISHER, OK
OPTIMA, OK
AMARILLO, TX
EVANSVILLE, WI

MIDWEST GROUP consist of:
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series ADDITION
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All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
IA, MN, NE, IL GROUP consist of:
All railpoints in the state of Iowa as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Illinois as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Minnesota as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
All railpoints in the state of Nebraska as published in OPSL 6000-Series. ADDITION
APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
CHICALOTE, AG
EL TULE, AG
BERGMAN, AR
EL DORADO, AR
NASHVILLE, AR
RUSSELVILLE, AR
SPADRA, AR
SPRINGDALE, AR
MARICOPA, AZ
ROLL, AZ
WELLTON, AZ ADDITION
CALIPATRIA, CA
DELHI, CA
FAMOSO, CA
GOSHEN JCT, CA
KAISER, CA
KEYES, CA
PIXLEY, CA
STOCKTON, CA
TRAVER, CA
TULARE, CA
TURLOCK, CA
TABALAOPA, CI
WINDSOR, CO
TORREON, CU
GOMEZ PALACIO, DG
VINEDO, DG
CUAUTITLAN, EM
TLALNEPANTLA, EM
CELAYA, GJ
PENJAMO, GJ
BOJAY, HG
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
CLINTON, IA
BLISS, ID
BURLEY, ID
GOODING, ID
JEROME, ID
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID
BEECH GROVE, IN
EL CASTILLO, JA
ENCARNACION, JA
GUADALAJARA, JA
LA BARCA, JA
LA JUNTA, JA
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS, JA
LIBERAL, KS
AMA, LA
NATCHITOCHES, LA
WESTWEGO, LA
PATTI, MH
AURORA, MO
COLUMBUS, NE ADDITION
MONTERREY, NL
SALINAS VICTORIA, NL
OPTIMA, OK
BOARDMAN, OR
RIVER GATE, OR
AHORCADO, QA
QUERETARO, QA
SAN JUAN DEL RIO, QA
VIBORILLAS, QA
SAN LUIS POTOSI, SL
CIUDA'D INDUSTRIAL, SO
CIUDAD OBREGON, SO
MATAMOROS, TM
AMARILLO, TX
BEAUMONT, TX
BROWNsville, TX
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX
EASTERLY, TX
GALENA PARK, TX
GALVESTON, TX
HOUSTON, TX
NACOGDOCHES, TX
PITTSBURG, TX
TENAH,A, TX
MILFORD, UT
NEPHI, UT ADDITION
OGDEN, UT
SHARP, UT
KALAMA, WA
RICHLAND, WA
SEATTLE, WA
TACOMA, WA
VANCOUVER, WA
WALLULA HEIGHTS, WA

PNW GROUP consist of:
PORTLAND, OR
KALAMA, WA
SEATTLE, WA
TACOMA, WA

FXE CORN GROUP consist of:
CHICALETE, AG
TORREON, CU
GOMEZ PALACIO, DG
VINEDO, DG
CELAYA, GJ
PENJAMO, GJ
ENCARNACION, JA
GUADALAJARA, JA
LA BARCA, JA
LA JUNTA, JA
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAG, JA
PATTI, MH
VIBORILLAS, QA

KCSM DESTINATIONS 1 consist of:
EL TULE, AG
SALINAS VICTORIA, NL
SAN LUIS POTOSI, SL

FXE DESTINATIONS 2 consist of:
PENJAMO, GJ
GUADALAJARA, JA
LA BARCA, JA
LA JUNTA, JA
PATTI, MH

FXE DESTINATIONS 1 consist of:
TORREON, CU
GOMEZ PALACIO, DG
VINEDO, DG
FXE DESTINATIONS GROUP 3 consist of:
CHICALOTE, AG
TABALAOPA, CI
ENCARNACION, JA
SAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS, JA
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

AMENDED CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 20, 2010
Effective: October 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Soybeans (Soya Beans)
Corn Exc. Popcorn See 01152
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

(See Attached)

SHIPPER:

WESTERN MILLING LLC

ORIGIN(S):

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS (See Exhibit Definition)

DESTINATION(S):

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS (See Exhibit Definition)
WESTERN MILLING GROUP (See Exhibit Definition)

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: August 1, 2009
Amendment Effective Date: October 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: September 30, 2012 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

Not applicable

VOLUME:

Minimum shipment of 92 carloads.
Multiple Car Shipments
Single Car Shipments DELETION
Minimum shipment of 69 carloads DELETION

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Not applicable

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES:

Sorghum Grains
Corn, Cracked

EXHIBIT DEFINITIONS:

APPROVED SHUTTLE ORIGINS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052

APPROVED SHUTTLE DESTINATIONS consist of:
Reference Item 80 in UP 4051 or UP 4052
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:

Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139 ADDITION

SHIPPER:

SCOUlar CO ADDITION

ORIGIN(S):

FREMONT, NE ADDITION

DESTINATION(S):

CHICAGO, IL ADDITION

PORT(S):

Not Applicable

DURATION:

Effective Date: November 1, 2010
Amendment Effective Date: November 1, 2010 ADDITION
Expiration Date: December 1, 2010 EXTENSION

RAIL CAR DATA:

No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:

As published in Tariff(s) 4052 ADDITION

VOLUME:

Single Car Shipments ADDITION

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Special Switching Provision
Not Applicable. This change pertained only to confidential data. (Switching)

SPECIAL NOTICE:

Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
December 20, 2010

Effective:
December 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

REC 12 20 10 10 0
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc. Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
LANSONG TRADE GROUP LLC

ORIGIN(S):
BLISS, ID

DESTINATION(S):
LAREDO, TX

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: December 1, 2010
Expiration Date: December 5, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exo, Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
DEBRUCE GRAIN INC

ORIGIN(S):
OLMITZ, KS

DESTINATION(S):
CARLISLE, IA

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 26, 2010
Expiration Date: December 1, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued:
December 20, 2010

Effective:
November 29, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
SCOU LAR CO

ORIGIN(S):
BREWSTER, KS

DESTINATION(S):
TOLLESON, AZ

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: November 29, 2010
Expiration Date: November 29, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 20, 2010
Effective: December 1, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179

REC 12 20 10 / C C
PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179

COMMODITY:
Wheat Exc.Buckwheat See 01139

SHIPPER:
DEBRUCE GRAIN INC

ORIGIN(S):
BREWSTER, KS

DESTINATION(S):
TOLLESON, AZ

PORT(S):
Not Applicable

DURATION:
Effective Date: December 1, 2010
Expiration Date: December 1, 2010

RAIL CAR DATA:
No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only

RATES & CHARGES:
As published in Tariff(s) 4052

VOLUME:
Single Car Shipments

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Special Switching Provision

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Not applicable
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

CONTRACT SUMMARY

Issued: December 20, 2010

Effective: December 3, 2010

Issued by:
T. P. NOSER
MANAGER PRICING SERVICES
1400 Douglas Street
Mail Stop 1340
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68179
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPATING CARRIERS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAN LUIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evanston, IL 60204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 Douglas St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha, NE 68179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMODITY:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheat Exc. Buckwheat Sec 01139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARIZONA GRAIN INC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIGIN(S):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTER, CO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESTINATION(S):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPERIAL, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT(S):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DURATION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective Date: December 3, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date: December 3, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAIL CAR DATA:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No cars dedicated to service under this Contract. Cars are provided on a common carrier basis only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATES &amp; CHARGES:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As published in Tariff(s) 4052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLUME:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Car Shipments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIAL FEATURES:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Switching Provision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIAL NOTICE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>